
Our ancestors have  
so many stories to tell...



Ancestris,  
unlimited genealogy

Designed by volunteers passionate   
about genealogy, Ancestris  

is an open source genealogy software 
respecting the Gedcom standard 

and totally free.

Finding ones ancestors and bringing them back 
to life, diving back into their time  
and understanding our History  
is a work of collective memory  

that Ancestris teams have committed 
to make accessible to all, 

without restraint.

Since its creation in 1998, Ancestris, 
manages every month more than  

4 million ancestors, 1 million family stories, 
a past going up  

55 generations and one of the oldest 
ancestors dating back to Merovech.

These are so many unlimited treasures in which 
everyone will be able to dive again and again  

with passion and emotion!



Free of cost and free of access, Ancestris lets you 
keep your genealogy under control.
Your data is stored in a Gedcom file and
no genealogical data is hidden
in a file unreadable by other software.
Ancestris works on Windows, MacOS and Linux.

Ancestris helps you in your genealogy research
and can manage several genealogies at the same 
time. Tree sharing allows you to automatically 
find common ancestors with other Ancestris users 

A powerful software

view, list of places, sources and media,  

than 30 tools to manipulate your genealogy or

rendering of your tree to print it later on paper.

and supports 15 languages.

  

” Alice, historian“

dynamic tree view, geographical view, chronological 

and to share information with them.

to do analyzes. You can even get a graphical  

Ancestris brings powerful features in addition to

varied genealogy statistics: Ancestris offers more  

“
traditional tools from other software.
With the Internet publication integrated into your site

”

Ancestris is used across 70 countries

in a very user-friendly navigation, your genealogy

Ancestris has all the great features of  

can be spotted by cousins   who will then be able to
help you in your research.

Classical and more sophisticated editors,  

genealogy software and more!

or to migrate from another software.

 

Didier, passionate genealogist

Ancestris is the ideal tool to start your genealogy  

Manage your genealogy in complete freedom!

 



”journalist in French Genealogy Review (RFG).
“

Ancestris takes into account your suggestions on a  

A community at your service

day-to-day basis. Feel free to suggest new features or
improvements directly via the software.
Genealogists or programmers will reply to you
through the mailing list, the Forum, Skype, or Twitter. 

If you wish to, you can join the Ancestris team
of developers, translators, or you can simply

Guillaume de Morant,  

 

share your experience in the online help.

Strict compliance with the Gedcom standard allows 

 
you to exchange genealogical data without error.



of individuals, families, and other documents 
for as many different genealogies  

COMMUNITY

the user community.

POWERFUL

for life, and updates are free and available 
directly from the software.

publish your genealogy without depending 

COMPREHENSIVE

You are free to store, read, manipulate, and 

as you want.

You benefit from all the features and tools 
to edit and publish your genealogy.

You can count on a 22 year old software 

You benefit from a free assistance  

UNLIMITED

of reactive volunteers and from  

You pay nothing, the software is free  

You can manage an unlimited number  

FREE

which satisfies more than 20,000 users.

NO STRINGS ATTACHED

Why choose Ancestris?

on any software nor operating system.



the Ancestris community 
Download the software and join

www.ancestris.org 
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